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About us

 30 years
 OF EXPERIENCE

165
 EMPLOYEES

 UNIQUE

KNOW-HOW
  RECOGNIZED TEAM OF

SPECIALISTS

Research and development

Software engineering

PLC and robot programming

Electrical design
and construction

Mechanical design

PProduction and assembly

On-site installation
at the customer

Service and parts sales

ELCOM, a.s., is a provider of highly specialized comprehensive services       
in the field of power electrical engineering, tests and measuring technolo-
gy and industrial automation with an international scope.

We offer our customers tailor-made solutions to meet specific needs 
thanks to our own team of highly regarded experts in electrical engineering, 
mechanical design and software development, as well as our complete 
understanding of the issues surrounding material engineering, electronics, 
data management and process engineering.

WWe guarantee the maximum cost and performance efficiency of managing 
the entire order process from design to overall implementation. We imple-
ment projects completely in-house in accordance with our own integrated 
process management policy.

Thanks to a comprehensive understanding of the issues and our compre-
hensive focus, we rank among the most experienced teams in the Czech 
Republic and abroad. Our long-term knowledge and experience gained 
through implementing unique projects have allowed us to become one       
of the world’s leading suppliers for the power and automotive industries. 
As one of the few companies in the Czech Republic, we are part of the 
National Instruments Alliance program where we have achieved the level 
oof Gold Alliance Partner.

We also integrate all of our core competencies into the intensive technology 
development of the future, working with virtual and augmented reality,   
IoT, and providing our own unique technology for acoustic, vibration                
and haptic testing.

We pride ourselves on a responsibly perfor- 
med analysis of the customer’s needs and 
wishes, an understandable interpretation 
and precise project processing; however, 
above all we pride ourselves on quality 
development and construction work using 
the latest technologies.

Test Beds
and Drives

Power
Electronics

Power Grid
Monitoring

Testers and
Vision Systems

We provide comprehensive solutions for measuring 
electricity quality and phasers, including portable 
instruments, stationary instruments and central 
software. Our latest ENA-NXG measuring platform 
is built on a modular architecture that allows a 
combination of CPU modules and up to six input 
modules into one meter device.         We offer all 
ththese customized systems to our customers along 
with the possibility of a cloud solution for our 
central software. 

Monitoring power grids
from the company level
to national grids

Our product testing solutions are tailor-made 
according to customer specifications and usage. The 
design of the equipment we provide is sophisticated 
in terms of all of the technical fields and their individ-
ual parts are fully compatible with each other. In 
cases where the equipment concept is not known in 
advance or there are doubts about its feasibility, our 
sspecialists can work out a feasibility study in cooper-
ation with the customer. We have unique know-how 
that includes electromechanical solutions and system 
testing software equipment

An integral part of our work is design and engineering.            
We have experience that allows us to provide top services       
in the field of high voltage electrical engineering for metallurgy, 
mines, chemical industry, engineering industry, waterworks, 
testing rooms, electro-mobility, etc.

Stationary power quality analyzer 

Portable power quality analyzer 

Central software (on-premise or cloud versions)

Functional product testers

Automotive lights testers

Testers for measuring noise and vibrations

Integration of industrial robots

Vision systems

Output test beds

Inter-operative test beds

Test beds for prototype tests

Special and universal power supplies

Auxiliary power supplies

Backup power supplies

Line conditioners

Electro design and project preparation of buildings

Supply of power electrical equipment with electrical 
installation, copyright and technical supervision 
and revision

Comprehensive supply equipment for power factors 
ccompensation and harmonic filtration for low and high 
voltage girds, including measuring the electricity quality, 
analysis and appraisals

Leader in the field
of testing systems

Design activities for power
electrical engineering

We supply all technical equipment for test beds and 
testers from the source parts to the control 
software. It is always a custom-made construction 
for each specific customer. When constructing 
testing rooms, we use tried-and-tested circuitry, 
our special test sources, test software developed by 
us and some of our own special electronic compo-
nnents.

Custom realization
of the complete technical
equipment for test beds

We focus on the research, development and pro- 
duction of special power electronic devices, especially 
special power supplies for railways and testbeds      
for electrical motors. Most of our units are manu- 
factured as special equipment according to the 
customer’s specifications. We are able to produce       
a static source from standard and non-standard 
ininput voltages and frequencies to generate voltage 
and frequency according to the customer’s needs. 
And all this in power arrays ranging from hundreds 
of watts up to MVA units.

Special, universal,
auxiliary and backup
power supplies and line
conditioners


